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Dear Student and Parents

Greetings!!

We witnessed disruption in education system in our lifetime. This disruption we all faced in
academic year 2020-2021 and it is continued. Because of this school leaders, students, teachers,
and parents faced lots of challenges.  I am proud of MVEM team, who put best efforts and rose to
the occasion, they adapted themselves as per the need of an hour. It rightly says, every challenge
brings opportunities & boost innovative thinking, in turn it has opened door for online learning
by using technology.

New Education Policy (NEP) is announced by government, and we all are looking forward to implementing the re-design
structure and holistic development in students. NEP curriculum aims to bring skill and competency based education. I
hereby request all stakeholders to welcome the change & take it as an opportunity for wellbeing of the society.

I take this opportunity to congratulate MVEM staff who made commendable efforts. We have seen continuous cooperation
from students and parents and expecting the same in future. We are hoping the things will get normalized soon and the
students will get back to school, as teachers open the door of education, but you must enter by yourself. Hence together we
need to work for desired result.

Best Wishes
Mr.Sachin Mantri
Chairman 
MVEM
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C h a i r m a n ' s  M e s s a g e

Thousands laid down there lives so that our country breath this day. 

Education for sustainable development 
Good quality education is an essential tool for achieving a sustainable growth. Education for sustainable development promotes
the development of the knowledge, skills, understanding, values and actions required to create a sustainable atmosphere, which
ensures environmental protection and conservation, promotes social equity and encourages economic sustainability. The aim of
sustainable development is to enable people to make decisions and carry out actions to improve our quality of life without
compromising the planet.
The reorientation of current education system by introducing new education policy is a key to sustainable development. The
NEP is developed mainly from environmental education, which has strong base to develop the knowledge, skills, values,
attitudes, and behaviours in people to care for their environment. While the dominant focus is on environmental concerns, it
also addresses topics such as poverty alleviation, citizenship, peace, ethics, responsibility in local and global contexts, democracy
and governance, justice, human rights, gender equality, corporate responsibility, natural resource management and biological
diversity. 
MVEM is putting emphasis on sustainable development of students by implementing innovating teaching methodologies. The
school is always trying to make teaching learning process easy, simple and interesting. Digitalisation and use of technology help
our students to grow academically and enable them to accept the challenges of future. The school has been trying to develop the
potential and inner talent of students by organizing curricular, co-curricular, cultural and sports activities inside and outside the
school, active participation in various competitions develops multiple skills in students. MVEM is not only focussing on
development of intelligent quotient and emotional quotient of students but also work on social quotient to enhance quality of
life. The school also aims to integrate the values inherent in sustainable development into all aspects and levels of learning.
We MVEMians believes that the best way to predict the future is to design it, our aim of sustainable development helps us to
stand strong in adversity and gives strength to accept challenges.
Principal 
Ashwini Mujumdar

F r o m  t h e  P r i n c i p a l  d e s k
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Consistency plays a Key role……………

It is said that proverbs, idioms, and phrases make
the speech effective and interesting. Every now
and then we use phrases in our day to day
speaking. Such a very popular phrase &#39;An
apple a day
keeps doctor away&#39;, when we think about
days statement normally, we think that an apple
consists
of many nutrients, and it will boost our immunity
as well as health. Is only apple being sufficient to
keep doctor away? Not at all. Along with all other
food stuff it will be supplementary to maintain
good health. I think this can be one approach. Let
us explore another perspective about it.
‘An apple a day keeps doctor away’, gives a good
reflection of consistency. Consistency is the
prominent and important quality which brings
about success in our life. If we do good things, acts
consistently our mind will get trained in the same
directions. Which will bring miracles in our life.
For
example, doing exercise consistently, taking
healthy diet everyday can lead to healthy and
wealthy
life. In the same way if we develop habit of
regular studies, it will reduce stress of exam and
can
boost the confidence as well as performance. The
best of all this is if we want to get rid of ill habits
(diseases) impacts then letters embibe habit of
consistency. Persistence of vision creates the
continuation of two different picture, but
consistency creates a picture of success. Let us
develop habit of finding different perspective
from the common assumption.

Shivani Bopardikar
VicePrincipal

What are values? Is there a set of practical/ pragmatic values?
Can values be taught or inculcated?
What is the role of parents, school and society in inculcating values
in children?

Values are caught, not taught
Computer cannot inculcate values, so It’s us “Human Beings” who
are responsible to pass on good values to our up- coming
generations. Children do not like elders teaching them values. They
learn only by thinking, doing and observing everything around
them. Its our duty to give them a good nurturing atmosphere for
their over- all development.
So we must live the values we want to teach
Share stories from mythology/religion, history, real-life,
contemporary and personal. 
Make children think and do 
Give children a sense of discovery, let them explore thinks for
themselves and experience the truth
Explain through religion as it is the biggest unifier.
Differentiate between being a patriot and being a nationalist.
Through game as the purpose of games is to learn to lose, not win
Parents and teachers are role models. They should give quality time
with children, ban negative T.V, should take them to inspiring
places.

    “Values”
 

The purpose of value education is to make the child into a happy,
healthy and productive citizen. Excellent education without values will
produce harmful generation for the society. 
Whenever we talk about values these three questions rise in our mind

Values come from: * PARENTS * GENETICS * ENVIRONMENT *
SOCIETY * MEDIA * SCHOOL
Can values be inculcated 

Its present who can shape the future, because values guide our belief,
attitudes and behaviour.

Nutan Patil
Supervisor

 

V i c e  P r i n c i p a l ' s  M e s s a g e



C O L O U R F U L  C R E A T I O N S
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Art is not what you see,but what you make others see.
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C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

 

 TEACHERS OF MVEM
 

Principal and teachers of MVEM

You all, who lead MVEM’ians to success,

You, to this poem is school, your time devoted

To you, this poem is dedicated
 

Throughout the years of your teaching,

Good morals too, you have been preaching

Hoping the bad ones will slowly turn,

Once seeing the greatness of your concern.
 

You have all been trained,

Your temper is constrained.

Knowing that, though the class be noisy,

Eventually they all settle down nicely.
 

Discipline is self-control, you have taught,

That many might not to wrongs, resort.

Honesty is the best policy had also been stressed,

This has helped many in their progress.
 

Scolding the troublemakers is always a help,

Though also knowing how they felt.

But it's your duty to give,

Punishments to those who do mischief.
 

Teaching can be discouraging

When test's result are worse than anything.

But it's also very heartening,

When the pupils try their best in everything.

 

-JAGRUTI SHANKAR SUTAR - X TULIP
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Genius 
Genius is something deep within,

It shows everything to grin !

99 percent inspiration,

And 1 percent perspiration!

You must know what you want ,

And nothing will never daunt !

Genius is sometimes crazy,

But it never makes dreams hazy!

It’s the perfect state of mind , 

That helps you relax and unwind !

It’s absolute passion,

Your character, It will fashion!

Just love what you do,

And Genius will grow inside you !
        

-Siddharth Birari 8th Lotus

 

 

HOPE
When you are in pain,

Hope will be the solution.

No matter how big is the pain,

Hope is what you should always gain.
 

If you never lose hope,

You can achieve a goal with this rope.

Nothing is impossible,

As hope makes is possible. 
 

Hope for the best,

Will be never a waste.

Hope requires no money,

So you can avail it easily. 
 

Path of future can be of hopes, 

Not by the nodus and hurts. 

Keep trying till you win, 

Don’t burst balloon of hope with

despondent pin.
 

Remember ….

At the end of the tunnel, you will always

find a light,

And hope is the only weapon to give a

fight.

-Jiya Pawar IX Tulip 

 

NATURE
 

The Nature with its treasures
All so countless to measure

Fish and whales in the deep blue
waters 

Life in the sea is so alive........
 

Grassland and forests with
terrestrial life

Cold, freezing mountain peaks
And hot tiring deserts 

Life among the trees and sands,
so alive.......

 

Sky so blue with air so clean 
Only sun, moon and stars to see
Eagles and Vultures take their

turn
Life in the sky, so alive.......

NAME: Jagruti Shankar Sutar
STD:10th Tulip

 

 

TEACHER 
A teacher works all the time 

At morning in school 
At evening in home 

Without ample of dime...
 

She inspires us with 
Knowledge and truth 
As she lights the path 

Which inspires to our youth....
 

Each person and king 
Begins with a teacher

The Wisdom she brings 
That teaches new things... 

 
-Pratik Dnyaneshwar Gaudse

  VIII Tulip
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C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G
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What has to be broken before you can use it?

I’m tall when I’m young, and I’m short when I’m old. What am I?

What month of the year has 28 days?

What is full of holes but still holds water?

What question can you never answer yes to?

What is always in front of you but can’t be seen?

There’s a one-story house in which everything is yellow. Yellow

walls, yellow doors, yellow furniture. What color are the stairs?

What can you break, even if you never pick it up or touch it?

What goes up but never comes down?

A man who was outside in the rain without an umbrella or hat didn’t

get a single hair on his head wet. Why?

What gets wet while drying?

What can you keep after giving to someone?

I shave every day, but my beard stays the same. What am I?

You see a boat filled with people, yet there isn’t a single person on

board. How is that possible?

You walk into a room that contains a match, a kerosene lamp, a

candle and a fireplace. What would you light first?

A man dies of old age on his 25 birthday. How is this possible?

I have branches, but no fruit, trunk or leaves. What am I?

What can’t talk but will reply when spoken to?

The more of this there is, the less you see. What is it?

Riddles 

Sai Rahul Wale (6th Lotus)

Answers
An egg, A candle, All of them, A sponge, Are you asleep yet? ,The future, There
aren’t any—it’s a one-story house, A promise, Your age, He was bald, A towel,
Your word, A barber, All the people on the boat are married, The match, He
was born on February 29, A bank, An echo, Darkness

India has the largest number of post offices in the world.
One of the largest employer in the world is the Indian railways, over
a million people.
Chess was invented in India.
India has the largest number pool of scientist and Engineers.
India never invaded any country in her last 1000 years of history.
India invented the number system. Zero was invented by Aryabhatta.

                                        Facts about India
 

 
-Siddharth Birari Std VIII Lotus

A hippo can open his mouth wide enough to fit a
4 foot tall child inside.
An Ostrich’s eye is bigger than it’s brain .
Dogs are capable of understanding upto 250
words and gesture and have demonstrated the
ability to do simple mathematical equations
The total weight of all the ants on Earth is
greater than the total weight of all the humans
on the planet.
A mouse can fit through a hole the size of a
ballpoint pen.
An Octopus has three hearts and its blood is
blue.
Ostriches can run faster than horses, and the
males can roar like lions.
A Grasshopper can leap 20 times the length of
its own body.

Fun Facts about Animals 
 

-Siddharth Birari Std VIII Lotus
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HAPPINESS is not a destination, it is a way of LIFE.

https://parade.com/1035465/marynliles/birthday-quotes/


Life
Life is a song-sing it,

Life is a tune-listen it,
Life is an opportunity-grab it,
Life is a tragedy-confront it,

Life is a game-play it,
Life is a challenge-accept it,

Life is too precious, do not destroy it.

—Yashoda Choudhary(9th Tulip)
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Recipe of Life

 
Take little sunshine,

Add some brightness,
Pass it through white light…

You will get colours of rainbow!
Add a pinch of sorrow,
Handful of happiness,

Mix it well…
To make it spicy,
Add some anger..

Squeeze your smile,
Garnish with honesty,.

Add a pinch of your kind words,

Yes! That’s the recipe of life!

-Nishant 

‘’WAY TOWARDS  WIN’’
         

CORONA ARRIVED  LIKE A  ’BOSS’,
AND   GATHEREDNO  ’MOSS’.

 
                     

    
 IT HAD  SO  MANY SPICKES,                  

BUT   IT  DOESN’T HAVE A SINGLE LIKE.         
 
 
 

CORONA SAID I’M LURING      THE EARTH,
    HUMAN SAID I’LL  TRAP YOU  1ST.    

                                 
 

                             
 GO EAST OR WEST,

  HUMAN SAYS  EFFORTS  ARE THE  BEST 
     

-VEDANT J. RAYARIKAR 
 

 
 
 
 
 

    IT CAME  WITH A BEAUTIFUL CROWN,
    NOW   HE HAS   TURNED FROWN.                 

    
      

 
IT HAD ’RNA’  TIGHT,

 THAT RECEIVED  A STRONG FIGHT.
 

   
                                 

 CORONA SAID CHANGE IS BETTER,
 HUMAN SAID WE WILL MAKE YOU DISAPPEAR.
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C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

How beautiful a day can be when kindness touches it.
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" Essay on Nature "

Everything we see around us, right from the moment we step outside our home is part of nature. The trees, animals, landscape,

flowers, trees, breeze, sunlight, everything that makes our surroundings so beautiful and mesmerizing are part of nature. According

to researchers, nature we see today has developed in 4.5 billion years. Initially, the earth was not sustainable for any kind of living

thing .The beautiful nature is a blessing for human being .Without the amazing gifts of nature the human life would have dull and

meaningless .The nature has beautiful varieties on this planet. There are thousands of creatures living on this planet. In fact, it is the

nature that has made the life possible over here on earth .The relation between man and nature is friendly .A person can feel happy

and happy only in the shadow of nature. Nature has also been a favorite subject for poets, writers, and painters since ancient times.

Nature has given us valuable gifts. We should enjoy its beauty without disturbing the balance of nature. So that we can enjoy it

.God is the creator of this beautiful nature . We must maintain balance without tampering with its original form. So, Please Save our

Nature and Save our Earth. 

Dnyaneshwari Hargane
Std VI

Are you Happy?
Isn't it fact that everything vanishes with time? If yes then, why do we forget

that at the time of hardship? Why do we not realise that problems are also

going to vanish?

    Things would change if              we                  changed our perspective of

looking towards them. Come on! Life would be no fun if it has no ups and

downs. Happiness is not something which we need to achieve but it's

something just beside you and the thing you need to do is to realise it's

presence. Remember        one thing Life is a journey               which could be 

 done just once, and                     you are really                     unaware when it's

gonna end. So, live each                                                           and every day of your life

as if it's the last day of your life. And who the hell are the problems, stopping

you from being Happy 

  If problems are pulling you back from your way to happiness, then why don’t

you try fullest to kick them out your life. It's your life, don't feel awkward to do

so.

-Swarada Girme  8th Lotus 

 

Influence of Habits 
 
 

Anything done by a person or by an
individual often is called a Habit. The habit
is a pattern of action which becomes
effortless and automatic because of
repetition of that action. That’s why, habits,
once formed, are challenging to give up.
Habits can be good as well as bad. 
 
Bad habits are easier to acquire than good
habits. Once, the bad habits acquired, they
become the bonds and chains forever. If a
person becomes the victim of bad habits, it is
too difficult for him to escape from it. 

 
 

In Pandemic situation, majority of people may have faced the changes in their lifestyle. The changes of the habits such as getting

up late in the morning, sitting at only one place in the front of Computers, Laptops, Television, Tabs, Mobiles and other such

devices. As a result, there is no fix time for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, etc. 

 

These might be done by many of us. These habits influence our life a lot. Bad habits are inviting the chances of serious diseases to

ours.We should accept and involve good and healthy habit in our daily life. We should acquire this habit and live as a healthy

and a happy person. As an influence, our lifestyle will be gentle, we can concentrate more on our work, and we can live a

healthy life. Because “We first make our habit, and then our habit make us.” 
 

                                                                                                   By Jayant U. Dubey      9th Tulip 
 

C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

It's always better when it's NATURAL.
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"If you fail never give up because F.A.I.L means first attempt in learning."

-By APJ Abdul Kalam
Meaning: failure is about learning and it is part of success.

 
We shall overcome and success will be ours in the future .

-  By Savitribai Phule
 Meaning:  We should overcome our failures and one day we will get success.

 

We are what our thought have made us so take care about what you think
words are secondary. Thoughts live, they travel far.

- By SwamiVivekananda
 Meaning: we are the product of our thoughts.

 
The highest education is that which does not merely give information but

makes our  life in harmony with all existence.
-By Rabindranath Tagore

 Meaning: education is just not about having lot of information but treating
everyone with respect and being  harmonious.

 
It Is Very Easy To Defeat Someone, But It Is Very Hard To Win Someone.

-By APJ Abdul Kalam
 Meaning: You can beat your competitor or any other person in wealth,

assets, or in a sports competition but winning their trust, loyalty, and
becoming friends with them is really hard to do it.

 
 Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new .

-By Albert Einstein
Meaning: doing things wrong and making mistakes isn’t a bad thing, it is

simply part of the learning process. 

Impossible is a word to be found only in the dictionary of fools.
-By Napoleon Bonaparte

Meaning: everything is possible if you wish and worked hard enough for it.

I am the master of failure if I I will never fail how will I learn.
-By CV Raman

 Meaning: No one can become a master without first failing numbers of
times. Most of people never succeed because they don't try enough times to

become successful.

Quotes

JNANESH SHETTY - VI Tulip

THE BALLOON 

Once upon a time there was a man who
made his living selling balloons at the fair.
He had balloons of many different colours,
including red, yellow, blue and green.
Whenever business was slow, he would
release a helium-filled balloon into the air.
When the children saw the balloon go up,
they all wanted one. They would come up
to him, buy a balloon and his sales would
go up. All day he continued to release a
balloon whenever sales were slow. One
day, the balloon man felt someone tugging
at his jacket. He turned around and a little
boy asked, “If you release a black balloon,
will that also fly?” Moved by the boy’s
concern, the man replied gently,’’ Son, it is
not the colour of the balloon, it is what
inside that makes it go up.”

MORAL – The same principle applies to
our lives: It’s what’s inside that counts and
what’s inside that makes us go up.
Therefore, Never judge a book by its cover.

   -RICHA S. GUPTA, IX TULIP

Teacher’s Teaching is always Valuable 
 

       Once upon a time, all professor of the
University thought that there should be a 

seminar for the students to learn the art of speaking and listening which the students need a lot. They organized the seminar and
invited a teacher to teach the skills in the seminar. 
On the day of seminar, all the arrangements were done and the seminar started. When the teacher who was invited to teach
occupied his seat, he found that no one had attention towards him. After observing student's behavior, he started pouring the
water in the glass. He poured the glass full and continued to pour. Everyone watched the overflow of the glass , still the teacher
continued pouring of the water. One of the student said, “Sir, the glass is full, no more water will go in. ” The teacher stopped
pouring and replied, “Like this glass, you are full of your own ideas and notions. How can I teach you unless you first empty your
glass ? ” 

 Moral of the Story: Students should have interest to gain knowledge.
                                               By. Jayant U.Dubey  9th Tulip 
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C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

Art is not what you see,but what you make others see.



education for all, India of my dreams would military be
powerful,and in future0020. I am very sure that these things
will come true . and by only saying this things wouldn’t work
but we have to practically apply it . and we have to start this
things by improving us First not by improving others. 
If we will improve then and then only the world will see us
and they will improve too this is the only and only key for
being developed India . we don’t want ‘ing’ instead ‘ed’ we
want developed India . I always were ever I go I fill proud to be
an ‘ Indian’ an ‘Hindustani’ even though if I get opportunity in
future to settle in Foreign , I will never do that.

I am Born India ,
I am Living in India,
I will Live In India 

I will always give my 100% to develop India,
And also I will die in India only,

Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj is an great inspiration in my life
who always taught us to be patriotic or we can take a great
inspiration from his deeds for Swarajya. He have taught us a
great thing even though he belongs to Maratha religion he
always has respected all the other religions as he didn’t let the
regionalism come in between any of the things.

JAI HIND, JAI BHARATH
I – I

N – NEED MY
D – DEMOCRACY AND

I – INDEPENDENCE BACK
A – AGAIN… 

BY – Shambhavi.Barge
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Topic – What does patrioctism mean to you?
 

“ Raghupati Raghav Rajaram patit pavan sitaram Iswar allah
tere naam sabko sanmati de bhagwan “ I truly adorethis bhajan
as it defines a lot to all of us, As our India is a developing country
there is a ward ‘PAIRIOTISM’ which most of the people are
taking patriotism as showcasing love for the country on occasion
like ‘Republic Day’ ‘Independence Day ‘ etc Is not true patriotism.
We don’t have to only show our patriotism on days like these.
What is Patriotism? From my point of view the one who is very
courageous and is ready to sacrifice for one’s own country is
called Patriotism.

Being proud of the country and thinking about the welfare of its
country is a true patriot. The History of India’s freedom struggle
shines through the immortal courage of the heroic personalities
like ‘ Veer Damodar Savarkar ‘ , Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru ‘
‘Bhagat Singh. Etc, the true patriot inspiration we can take from
these heroes, who sacrificed for our country . I love India etc are
not the statements by which we can show our love towards
nationand it’s not the true one . We should always if wereally
proud of our nation ,we have to do the things which makes our
nation developed and being secure in all condition we have to
help the people who really need help. We should take care of our
brotherhood , our neighbourhood ,even though we are not
soldiers but we can protect our countries by following the traffic
rules ,speaking politely to each other etc. I always dream of my
dream country India.it should be free of corruption that
corruption wouldn’t exist. , no starvation , no poverty , 

The name India is derived from the ‘Indus’ river.
The India is the 7th largest country in the world.
70% of all the world’s spices come from India.
A huge lake in India was formed by a Meteor, Lonar Lake
was formed around
52,000 years ago when a meteor weighing 2 million tonnes
hit the ground.
The Taj Mahal in Agra, India is the most famous landmark
on earth, and tops the list of the Seven Wonders of the
World.
India is home to the river Ganges, the world’s holiest river.
India has the wettest place,Mawsynram, located in the
Khasi Hills of
Meghalaya is the wettest place on earth.

India is the only country in the world that has both tigers
and lions.
India has a village without doors or locks, the Shani
Shingnapur village has no doors or even locks.
Chenab Bridge is the highest rail bridge in the world, it
spans the Chenab river at a height of 359 m above the
water.
The world’s largest sundial is located in India in the town of
Jaipur which is 27m large.
The Origin of Ayurveda and Yoga, Varanasi in India is known
as the birth-place of Ayurveda and Yoga and their ancient
healing systems
There’s a floating post office in India, the post office that
floats on the water is Located in Dal Lake,Srinagar.

-Diksha Mudliar X Lotus

Amazing Facts about INDIA

C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

Don't see others doing better than you, beat your own records everyday,
because success is a fight between you and yourself.
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Matagini Hazare
The Unknown Freedom Fighter

 
Matagini Hazare was born in the small
village of Hogla, near Tamluk in 1869, and
that because she was the daughter of a
poor peasant, she did not receive a formal
education. She was married early (at the
age of 12) and became widowed at the age
of eighteen without bearing any offspring.
She became actively interested in the
Indian independence movement as a
Gandhian a notable feature of the freedom
struggle in Midnapore was the participation
of women. In 1930, she took part in the
Civil Disobedience movement and was
arrested for breaking the Salt Act. She was
promptly released, but protested for the
abolition of the tax. Arrested again, she
was incarcerated for six months at
Baharampur. After being released, she
became an active member of the Indian
National Congress and took to spinning her
own Khadi. In 1933, she attended the
subdivisional Congress conference at
Serampore and was injured in the ensuing
baton charge by the police.
As part of the Quit India Movement,
members of the Congress planned to take
over the various police stations of
Medinipore district and other government
offices.This was to be a step in
overthrowing the British government in the
district and establishing an independent
Indian state. Hazra, who was 72 years at
the time, led a procession of six thousand
supporters, mostly women volunteers, with
the purpose of taking over the Tamluk
police station. When the procession 

reached the outskirts of the town, they were ordered to disband under Section 144 of the Indian Penal Code by the
Crown police. As she stepped forward, Hazra was shot once.Apparently, she had stepped forward and appealed to the
police not to open fire at the crowd.
The Biplabi newspaper of the parallel Tamluk National Government commented:
Matangini led one procession from the north of the criminal court building; even after the firing commenced, she
continued to advance with the tri-colour flag, leaving all the volunteers behind. The police shot her three times. She
continued marching despite wounds to the forehead and both hands. As she was repeatedly shot, she kept chanting
Vande Mataram, "hail to the Motherland". She died with the flag of the Indian National Congress held high and still
flying.

-Adityaraj Kumar

C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the nation.

From collection of Yash Verma
- X Tulip



What Role Does Music Play in Our Life? 
 

In the course of history, music is the greatest creation of mankind. Creativity in the pure and undiluted form is the true definition of

Music. Music is an important part of our life as it is a way of expressing our feelings as well as emotions. 

Some people consider music as a way to escape from the pain of life. It gives you relief and allows you to reduce the stress. Music is a

powerful therapy that will make  you calm down and in the moment of joy, it will make you cheerful. Furthermore, it develops the

mind and boosts your self confidence. Music plays a more important role in our life than just being a source of entertainment. 

As you have already read in the above paragraph that music is creativity in the purest form, so it can also be concluded that the

music is key to creativity. It helps you in improving your mind vigorously by making it more artistic and ingenious. No matter,

what the great invention is, it requires art, creativity and imagination that is fulfilled by Music. There is also a proven fact that

music has the potential to improve your listening as well as your understanding ability. When you hear a song, you try to

understand its lyrics and try to make out what the singer wants to convey through his song. Understanding ability is enhanced,

when a person listens to instrumental music and he uses his brain to understand the message, conveyed by the musician, without

the use of words. 

When you play some instrument, then you usually play the music that reflects our thoughts or our emotions. This way your Brain

Convey the thoughts with the medium of music, without speaking a word. When we try to understand the Music, then as per a

research, it makes our mind more creative. It is an extremely unique way to develop the capability of memorising. The best example

to prove this sentence is that you can easily learn songs rather than learning your syllabus. The reason behind learning a song

quickly is that your mind enjoys music. Whatever your minds enjoy, it preserves it. 

Thus, music is said to be a good option to learn new things quickly. In your primary classes, you might have learned poems first.

Poems are being taught to children because they find them interesting and easy to learn and retain them in their mind. The music

in the poems makes it more enjoyable. This is the only reason that you remember those poems throughout your life. These days,

even the schools realize the importance of music, thus they are enhancing the methods of teaching by making it interesting with

the help of music. 
 

Music has the power to change the world. 
 

 Sajiri Pachpute  VIII Tulip
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C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

Music - One of the only activities that activates, stimulates and uses the entire brain.
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Importance of language
 

There are hundreds of different languages spoken in India.
Language is a vital part of human connection. It is not only a
means of communicating, thoughts and ideas, but it builds
friendships, economic relationships and cultural ties.
 I just want to narrate an incidence which took place at Tirupati
Balaji when I went for a vacation with my family. Tirupati has a
very peaceful and refreshing atmosphere. Many big temples with
interesting mysteries are located there. We started our journey,
reached the railway platform, our train arrived and we got inside
our compartment. We noticed that two grave and healthy woman
from Tirupati with their children were sitting on our reserved
seats who were travelling to Tirupati. We requested them to get up
from our seats but the major issue was that the woman was not
able to understand our language. We tried our best to explain
them but they were not able to understand anything. Some
misunderstanding took place and the woman started arguing
loudly in Telugu. A man near us was knowing both Hindi and
Telugu so he dispelled the misconception. 
Next morning, when I woke up ,I saw the greenfields and trees
with the golden sun shining on them. We all were very happy and
were enjoying the journey. That evening we left the train and took
charge of our rooms. Next day we booked taxi and explored
different locations of Tirupati. We were enjoying our journey. 
In afternoon we all were very hungry and we told the taxi driver
to take us to any veg restaurant or if there is no good restaurant
nearby then take us to the Kalhasti temple, there we will have the
Prasad of God. The driver dropped us to the  restaurant , parked 

his car outside and went away. We ordered one thali to try the taste but we didn’t like the taste . When we came out the driver
was not there .We called him, enquired about him and searched him nearby. Till he came, we stood in the hot sun. My uncle is
short tempered. As we all were very hungry my uncle was annoyed and furious. He argued and said rubbish things to the driver
in Marathi but the driver didn’t understood our language. He just understood the tone of anger in my uncle’s words. The driver
felt insulted and was angry. He started behaving rudely.
At night we told him to drop us to our room but he took us in his area .There were no lights and the road was quiet. After some
time the driver stopped the taxi and met his friends. They all had weapons and told us to get out of the taxi. They started
quarrelling in their language. We all were very scared. Luckily, one of the friend was able to understand English ,so we narrated
him what happened in the afternoon .He understood us and after a long argument we reached our rooms safely. 
Next day we booked another taxi and started a new journey and explored Tirupati for remaining 5 days. 
I learned that before visiting any region ,first we must at least understand the common words spoken of the language of that
region. Despite great communication, misunderstandings and mistranslations are common. It is arrogant to believe that one can
travel the world and expect all of mankind to understand his or her native tongue. In order to travel the world, whether for
business or pleasure, a desire and willingness to adapt to new culture is necessary.
God has gifted humans the most precious gift of ability of speaking language. Every language of the region has its own importance
and the purpose of narrating this incidence was to show the importance of language and not to discriminate any language as
superior or inferior..                         

 -Aditi Gadiya 

C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

A different language is the different vision of life.

Role Of Human Beings in Natural Disasters
 

 

Nature is a reason behind all lives which are living on the
earth. It is blessing of invisible power for all living
organisms. The nature includes all an abiotic factor of
environment. Nature is the gift of our mother earth which
is given to all humans and living organisms. Nature is also
called a human attribute. Forest, water reservoirs,
mountains form a nature. Nature is existing before the
origin of human being on earth.
Human being should use the given attributes of nature
properly. Many dams are located near the villages and
during heavy rainfall the dams get filled with water and
dams may overflow, so the water entered in the village
and people face very difficulties. Floods occur because of
overflow of water. Natural disasters like floods storms,
droughts etc cause damage to human beings
The cutting of trees during deforestation not only leads to
global warming but also destroys animal habitat and
disturbs water cycle. Without trees it is impossible to
absorb rainwater, rainfall can easily cause floods.
Deforestation can also lead to droughts. Trees are an
important part of water cycle. Less trees means less
rainfall, increase the risk of droughts. Hence, humans
should utilise the things which are gifted by nature.

 

Dhruvi G. Chauhan 
IX Lotus
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C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

Live with no excuses and travel with no regrets.



-HOW MOVIES CHANGED OUR LIVES?
 

Really ! YES Movies did affect our lives in various ways QUIET INTERESTING RIGHT? Movies can easily change people’s
opinions and their outlooks on life. There are also numerous ways in which movies affect society and the modern
world we live in: some of them negative, some of them positive.
LET’S UNDERSTAND IN WHAT WAY…

·MOVIES AS SOURCE OF HISTORY
MOVIES are an important source of modern history . They were the first form of mass communication in the 20th
century. Movies can also be a source for understanding propaganda. Also some movies like Lagaan , Bajirao Mastani,
Ashoka, Titanic show us the important events in history in a very entertaining manner. Watching Movie and
understanding history is easier than reading books for children and even for adults.

 
·DESCRIBE & EXPLORE DIFFERENT CULTURES ALL AROUND THE GLOBE/WORLD

A perfect example of this is the four Oscar nominee “City of God” which takes place in the underground world of Rio
de Janeiro. The film surely impacts the viewer since it shows certain situations and truths about life in Rio de Janeiro
that most people don’t know about.

·SOCIAL – AWARENESS
People really trust the stories seen in the movies so some movies are created to create social awareness among
people. Best example of it is the movie Toilet- Ek prem katha , where toilet issues regarding Indian villages were
shown in the movie.

·INSPIRES YOUTH, CHILDREN
We often see how famous personalities are rich, living a luxurious life but we usually don’t know about their struggles
so, autobiographies/biographies like Mary Kom, NAMO etc. show us their struggles and inspires us. It’s really useful
for the upcoming generation.

·ENTERTAINS
Of course, Movies have been an important source of entertainment. Various songs are also produced and are shown
in the movies which makes the movie even more memorable.

·EMOTIONAL TOUCH
Movies are emotionally attached with the viewers .They make people Laugh, Cry, Dance, Sing, and crazy…

THAT’S ALL BUT ACTUALLY THE LIST COULD BE NEVER ENDING AS MOVIES UNKNOWNLY BECAME REALLY IMPORTANT
IN WORLD.
Even though it’s called ‘the seventh art’, cinema is surely the most influential art form. Most people don’t follow
sculpture or architecture and don’t get affected by new sculptures or buildings. Movies, however, are everywhere. So
many people see movies every day.

-JIYA SATISH PAWAR (CLASS 9 TULIP)
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C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G

Play the moments. Pause the memories. Stop the main. Rewind the Happiness.
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C A P T U R I N G  T H E  M O M E N T  O F  T O D A Y  T H A T
W I L L  W O W  Y O U R  H E A R T S  T O M O R R O W .

HAPPINESS is........... seeing your kids HAPPY.
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